
The Truth About Adaptive Learning 

& How It Fixes Your Training At Scale Problem 

Though traditional approaches to corporate 

learning try to teach at scale, they often fall badly 

short. Ineffective and inefficient programs do 

more to generate bored and frustrated learners 

than they do to create productive employees. 

Lack of evidence of positive impact makes it 

difficult - if not impossible - to justify additional 

investments in training. It's time for a new 

approach. 

Fix Your Existing Corporate E-Learning, with 
What It Needs to Succeed: Adaptive Learning 

Adaptive Learning is the ideal solution to train employees at scale, providing a 

one-on-one tutoring experience from your employee's computer or mobile device. 

e It teaches faster than traditional corporate learning methods; typically 50% 

faster through formative assessment, or teaching by asking questions, and 

e It teaches faster, at scale; whether you have a team of 50 or thousands the 

same personalization that allows Adaptive Learning to optimize training 

time also allows it to teach at scale without sacrificing the quality of your 

learning content. 

But if you're not sure if Adaptive Learning is right for your business or that you can justify 

spending new money on more corporate learning, or that Adaptive Learning sounds too 

good to be true; here's the truth about what might be holding you back. 



To perform opmally, the Adapve Learning engine must be able to make an assessment 
based on well-wrien quesons ed to detailed learning objecves. Unfortunately, it is 
easy to write bad quesons—those that are easy to guess, badly worded, or confusing.

But you can completely avoid bad quesons. Area9 has team-based authoring of 
quesons, to assist your instruconal designers in the development process. There’s also 
real-me feedback and updates, which allow designers to correct and update your 
course’s content as they go, le ng you capitalize on agile course development and 
connue to train at scale without forcing your team to go through the same course.

For some adapve engines, there’s concern 
about whether it is flexible enough to cope 
with every learner, their needs and 
knowledge gaps, as well as any type of 
content, learning objecve, or skill domain.

How well the engine can adapt depends 
on the adapve technology itself. And 
not all Adapve Learning engines are 
created equally.

How Adapve Learning Can Solve Corporate 
E-Learning issues

“Good queson-wring skills are therefore essenal to building powerful Adapve 
Learning engines.”

The success of Adapve Learning is driven by the use of formave assessment, 
or queson-based instrucon.

Through formave assessment, the Adapve Learning engine is able to 
accurately assess the learner’s knowledge gaps, confidence, and level of 
engagement with the learning material. 

Do You Have These 3 Concerns About 
Adaptve Learnng?
1. “Teachng by askng questons can’t possbly be effectve.”

2. “What f the adaptve engne can’t adapt to my needs?”



Area9’s brand of Adapve Learning 
acknowledges that no two brains are the same 
and therefore no two brains learn the same way; 
this ensures that the Area9 Adapve Learning 
engine can find its way out of any teaching maze 
and is flexible enough to cope with every kind of 
learner at every level of experse from novice to 
expert.expert.

When you’re using the right tool, you can build an Adapve Learning course in the same 
me it takes to build a tradional corporate learning course. Starng out Adapve 
Learning may seem like more effort but it won’t be long before the adapve approach 
takes only as much effort as tradional approaches. Plus, Adapve Learning gives you an 
ROI worth more than the investment you made. And by ROI we mean:

Whether we bring you up to speed so you do everything yourself or we do all the design, 
development, and implementaon for you, Adapve Learning is only as much work as 
you want it to be. 

How Adapve Learning Can Solve Corporate 
E-Learning issues

the guaranteed mastery of the course content of every employee 

money saved on many hours of training, mulple mes a year, and

the return of thousands of producve hours back to your business each year. 

3. “Isn’t Adaptve Learnng a lot more work?”

Area9’s proprietary Adapve 
Learning, based on the “biological 
model”, personalizes the learning 
process to every single learner - no 
maer how many there are - by 
measuring the learner’s response 
me, confidence, and engagement 
lelevel.



Want to know how else Adapve Learning can solve your corporate e-learning issues? 
Get started with Area9 Learning

If you are keen to see what Adapve Learning can do for your corporate learning 
plaorm, or want to test an Area9 Adapve Learning pilot program, contact Joe Barrow 
joe@area9.dk

How Adapve Learning Can Solve Corporate 
E-Learning issues

Cut training me in half

Increase employee producvity

Guarantee proficiency, and 

Teach at scale.

Don’t Get Stuck In the Rut of 
Tradtonal Corporate Learnng
Area9’s Adaptve Learnng combnes 20 years of research 
n cogntve scence and computer scence wth your 
learnng content to:


